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PREFILL SOLVENT
400 ml. Net weight: 196,7g / 6.94 Oz. Net Volume: 275 ml.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Pressurized containers ready for filling spray paint cans in a quick, easy, and clean 
way. They contain gas and universal solvent. 

CHARACTERISTICS

The general features of the paint will vary depending on the nature of the product  
it is refilled with. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

- For professional use only.
- Read and follow the refilling machine’s instructions closely prior  

to the refilling process.
-  Remove the cap from the product and place the machine cup on the valve.
-  Fill the cup with the product up to the 100ml. indicator.
-  Insert the product into the refilling machine to proceed with filling.
-  Never refill with more than 200 ml of paint.
-  Once full, shake the can well before use for approximately one minute after 

hearing the sound of the mixing ball. Test spray away from the area to be painted 
until the spray released is uniform.

-  Turn the aerosol upside down to purge the valve after use, if the nozzle is stuck 
replace it for a new one.

-  Do not apply on plugged-in electrical equipment and use in well-ventilated areas.
-  Ask for MSDS.
-  There may be paints that are not compatible with the gas and solvent.
-  Once two component paints are refilled into the can’s interior, they will have  

the same pot life as indicated on their manufacturer information.

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Solvent: Acetone/Xylene
Valve:    Female

LABEL  CAP SISTEM

APPLICATION

The general features of the paint will vary depending on the nature of the product  
it is refilled with. Using aerosol makes for a versatile and easy application. 
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FILLING MACHINE

Pneumatic filling machine.
For filling up small, individual amounts
of spray paint. Easy to adjust pressure gauge.
Detachable piston for filling that adjusts
to the paint receptacle cylinder.

32 x 35 x 78 cm.

MZ0000045

Measurements:
690 mm. (Height)  

Accessories: 
Machine cup and Teflon.
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DONUT
Indicates 
the paint color.

LID
Protects the valve
and the nozzle.

65 mm.

PACKAGING

Nominal capacity 400 ml.
Heat resistance of packaging: <50ºC
Propellant: DME

Box (6 units)
205 X 140 X 200 mm

Made in Europe.

Certified ENTERPRISE according to quality 
and environmental standards 
ISO 9001 - ISO 14001


